Plain Hunt Doubles – Domino cards
Preparation
•

Photocopy the sheets or print the file.

•

Laminate if possible for durability.

•

Cut into domino cards along the thick black lines.

Using the domino cards
•

Make sure that the cards have been well shuffled.

•

Place them all out on the floor, or table, face up.

The cards are going to be used as a simple matching activity with START being the first
card. Match the statement on the right side of the domino with the correct answer on the left side
of the next domino.
The activity can be carried out by individuals. However, more learning takes place if ringers carry
out the activity in pairs or in groups of three, as the they can discuss the options and explain the
terms to each other.
It can be particularly helpful if a more experienced ringer is placed with a couple of learners, to
help guide the discussion, and to clarify terminology. They should avoid giving the answers.
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START

Plain Hunt on five
bells is called

Plain Hunt

When covering to
Plain Hunt Doubles
which bell are you
ringing?

The Tenor

When you are plain
hunting how many
different speeds
must you ring your
bell at?

Three speeds

When moving from
lead to fifths place
you are

Hunting up

When hunting down
you must ring your
bell

More quickly

“Run in” or “Go in”
is another way of
saying

Hunt down

When hunting up
you must ring your
bell

More slowly

The bell you follow
down to lead is
called

Your course bell

The bell that the 3
courses is the

5

The bell that follows
you down to lead is
your

After bell

The 2’s after bell in
Plain Hunt is

4

You are moving
from thirds place to
seconds place.
Which stroke are
you on?

Backstroke

When coming into
lead

Leave a
handstroke gap

You are in fifths
place in Plain Hunt
at

Backstroke then
handstroke

To ring your bell
more quickly

Catch the sally
slightly higher and
shorten your tail
end

FINISH

